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FIXING THE RULES OF THE ECONOMY 
The fundamentals of the game have to change as they currently favour 

wealthy investors and not workers and tiny enterprises 
 

 India has an incomes crisis: incomes of people in the lower half of the pyramid are too low. The 

solutions economists propose are: free up markets, improve productivity, and apply technology. These 

fundamentals of economics must be re-examined when applied to human work. 

 

Three solutions 

 Economists say markets should be freed up for agricultural products so that farmers can get higher 

prices; and freed up for labour to attract investments. Without adequate incomes, people cannot be a good 

market for businesses. In fact, it is the inadequate growth of incomes that has caused a slump in investments. 

Ironically, the purpose of freeing up markets for labour is to reduce the burden of wage costs on investors just 

when wages and the size of markets must be increased. 

 Human rights must prevail over economic considerations. Good markets enable smooth transactions 

between buyers and sellers of commodities. However, humans are not commodities, like agricultural produce 

and minerals are. Humans must not be put up for sale to the highest bidders which was the practice in slave 

markets. Human rights activists fought a long, hard battle to abolish the abhorrent idea that humans can be 

considered as commodities in markets. 

 Improvement of ‘productivity’ is key to economic progress. Productivity is a ratio of an input in the 

denominator and an output in the numerator. The larger the output that is produced with a unit of input, the 

higher the productivity of the system. Economists generally use labour productivity as a universal measure of 

the productivity of an economy. The number of people in the system (the country/the economy) is the 

denominator, and the gross domestic product the people produce is the numerator. Companies also measure 

their productivity similarly, by dividing the total output of the enterprise by the numbers of workers employed. 

 Companies can apply two broad strategies for improving their productivity. They can take the 

managerially more difficult route of increasing the total output of the factory while maintaining the number of 

workers. This may require adding more machines and technology to supplement the capacity of workers to 

increase total output. This is a good strategy for capital-rich enterprises and countries. 

 Alternatively, employers can enhance their workers’ skills and create a culture of continuous 

improvement in the factory, whereby workers and managers cooperate to improve the capability of their 

system, and squeeze more output from limited capital resources. This is the strategy of ‘total quality 

management’, with which Japanese companies reduced their costs and improved the quality of their products 

in the 1960s and 1970s, becoming the most competitive enterprises in the world. The Japanese companies had 

lifetime employment contracts with their workers. They invested in their workers; and the workers — the 

companies’ ‘appreciating assets’ — grew their capabilities as well as contributed to the improvement of the 

total productivity of their enterprises. 

 Humans are the only ‘appreciating assets’ an enterprise has. They can improve their own abilities. The 

values of machines and buildings depreciate over time, as any accountant knows. Whereas human beings 

develop when they are treated with respect, and are provided with environments to learn. 
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 The lazy management strategy for improving productivity is to reduce the denominator, i.e. the 

number of workers. Hire them when times are good, and fire them when the company cannot compete any 

more. Governments of countries cannot apply the ‘hire and fire’ strategy to improve a nation’s productivity 

that companies can. A company can fire people it is not able to use productively any more. They are off the 

company’s accounts. The company’s owners hope someone else will take care of them. Such ‘used and 

discarded workers’ are no longer their responsibility. 

 However, if a country is not productive, in terms of GDP per unit of population, its government does 

not have the luxury of firing citizens. Where will they go? Who will take care of them? In desperation, they may 

try to migrate to other countries, which are reluctant to have them because they will have to provide them 

with productive jobs when there are not enough jobs for their own citizens. 

 For capital-scarce and human resource-abundant countries, such as many developing countries, the 

correct ratio of productivity is output per unit of capital. This must be the driver of business as well as national 

strategies. This was the strategy of ‘Japan Inc.’ to make Japan an industrial powerhouse. This was E.F. 

Schumacher’s insight also. 

 Schumacher, best known for his seminal idea ‘small is beautiful’ (and his book with the same title), was 

an economist ahead of his time. He understood where capitalism powered with technology would be heading. 

In his essay, ‘Industrialisation through Intermediate Technology’, published by the journal Resurgence in 1966, 

he wrote: “If we define the level of technology in terms of ‘equipment cost per work-place’, we can call the 

indigenous technology of a typical developing country (symbolically speaking) a £1-technology, while that of 

the modern West could be called a £1,000-technology. The current attempt of the ‘developing ‘countries, 

supported by foreign aid, to infiltrate the £1,000-technology into their economies inevitably kills off the £1-

technolgy at an alarming rate, destroying traditional workplaces at a much faster rate than modern workplaces 

can be created and producing the ‘dual economy’ with its attendant evils of mass unemployment and mass 

migration”. Schumacher had warned there was a malaise brewing beneath the drive to ‘Westernise’ and 

‘technologise’ economies. The harsh lockdown of the economy in India to prevent the spread of COVID-19 

caused the malaise to spill out for everyone to see. 

 

The social contract 

 A good job implies a contract between workers and society. Workers provide the economy with the 

products and services it needs. In return, society and the economy must create conditions whereby workers 

are treated with dignity and can earn adequate incomes. Good jobs require good contracts between workers 

and their employers. Therefore, the government, to discharge its responsibility to create a good society for all 

citizens, and not only for investors, must regulate contracts between those who engage people to do work for 

their enterprises, even in the gig economy. 

 The economist Dani Rodrik, an authority on industrial policy and international trade, advocates 

reforms that will induce firms to employ more numbers of less skilled workers. He says, to increase 

productivity of firms, “too often they [governments] subsidise labour-replacing, capital-intensive technologies, 

rather than pushing innovation in socially more beneficial directions to augment rather than replace less skilled 

workers.” 

 A turbo-charged, financial globalisation has made life very easy for migrant capital, while making the 

lives of migrant workers more precarious. The power to fix the rules of the game has become concentrated 

with wealthy investors and large multinational corporations. The rules do not favour workers and tiny 

enterprises because they have too little power. Large enterprises employ fewer people within their own 
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organisations; therefore, labour unions have lost their traditional support bases. The power balance must shift. 

Small enterprises and workers must combine into larger associations, in new forms, using technology, to tilt 

reforms towards their needs and their rights. 

 

Meanings of Difficult Words: 

 

 fundamentals (noun) – basics, essentials, 

rudiments, basic principles. 

 favour (verb) – support, back, champion. 

 enterprise (noun) – company, firm, 

organization. 

 free up (phrasal verb) – to make something (e.g. 

market/economy) to operate with fewer 

restrictions and controls. 

 in fact (phrase) – actually, really, as a matter of 

fact. 

 slump (noun) – decline, tumble, drop, steep fall. 

 ironically (adverb) – paradoxically, 

unexpectedly, strangely. 

 wage (verb) – engage in, carry on, conduct (a 

battle/war). 

 prevail over (phrasal verb) – succeed, triumph, 

be victorious, gain mastery, prove superior. 

 consideration (noun) – factor, issue, point, 

aspect, element. 

 put up (phrasal verb) – offer something for 

sale/auction. 

 slave market (noun) – a marketplace where 

slaves were auctioned off. 

 abhorrent (adjective) – disgusting, horrible, 

awful, heinous. 

 denominator (noun) – the bottom number in a 

fraction; 3 is a denominator in 2/3. 

 numerator (noun) – the top number in a 

fraction; 2 is a numerator in 2/3. 

 universal (adjective) – common/general, 

widespread, all-embracing, all-inclusive. 

 Gross domestic product (GDP) (noun) – a 

measure of economic activity in a country. It is 

the total value of a country’s annual output of 

goods and service. 

 supplement (noun) – augment, increase, boost, 

make larger. 

 capital-rich (adjective) – (of a country or 

enterprise) having wealthy capital resources. 

 whereby (relative adverb) – by which. 

 squeeze (verb) – force, exert, pressurize, 

pressure. 

 appreciating asset (noun) – an asset that 

appreciates/increases in value over time (such 

as land or stocks/ shares). 

 appreciate (verb) – increase, gain, rise in value. 

 depreciate (verb) – decrease, decline, drop/lose 

value. 

 hire and fire (phrase) – it means to employ new 

staff and dismiss existing staff (very frequently) 

(to demonstrate that an employer has 

authority, ability or capacity to do so). 

 discarded (adjective) – thrown away, 

abandoned, rejected. 

 luxury (noun) – benefit, advantage, 

delight/pleasure. 

 desperation (noun) – hopelessness, despair, 

distress. 

 migrate (verb) – relocate, resettle, move. 

 reluctant (adjective) – unwilling, disinclined, 

unenthusiastic. 

 capital-scarce (adjective) – (of a country or 

enterprise) having  inadequate capital 

resources. 

 scarce (adjective) – insufficient, deficient, 

inadequate. 

 abundant (adjective) – plentiful, ample, large, 

bountiful. 

 powerhouse (noun) – a person/country with a 

lot of energy, power & influence. 

 insight (noun) – perception, understanding, 

judgement, vision; acumen, astuteness. 

 seminal (adjective) – influential, major, 

important. 
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 capitalism (noun) – an economic system based 

on the private ownership; private enterprise, 

private ownership. 

 industrialisation (noun) – the extensive 

development of industries in a region, country, 

culture, etc. 

 indigenous (adjective) – native/local, domestic. 

 infiltrate (verb) – penetrate, permeate, become 

a part of something gradually. 

 inevitably (adverb) – unavoidably, certainly, 

definitely. 

 kill off (phrasal verb) – get rid of, destroy 

completely. 

 alarming (adjective) – worrying, disturbing, 

shocking/distressing. 

 dual economy (noun) – it refers to the existence 

of two distinct types of economic segments 

within an economy. This involves: A capitalist 

based manufacturing sector (geared towards 

global markets) & Labour intensive agricultural 

sector (low productivity, geared towards 

subsistence farming or local markets). 

 attendant (adjective) – connected, associated, 

related. 

 mass migration (noun) – the movement of large 

numbers of people from one geographical area 

to another. 

 malaise (noun) – trouble, uneasiness, 

unhappiness, depression. 

 brew (verb) – develop, loom, impend, fume, 

simmer, smoulder (of something 

bad/unpleasant situation). 

 beneath (preposition) – under. 

 drive (noun) – campaign, movement, effort. 

 lockdown (noun) – an emergency protocol 

implemented by the authorities that prevents 

people from leaving from a place; An extended 

state of confinement/encirclement/isolation of 

a person by the authority. 

 westernise (verb) – be in the process of 

adopting the systems of the West (Europe and 

North America). 

 spill out (phrasal verb) – to come out or emerge 

out quickly. 

 social contract (noun) – it comprises people 

agreeing to live as one under common laws and 

in 

 enforcing those common laws justly/fairly. 

 imply (verb) – say indirectly, suggest, indicate. 

 in return (phrase) – in exchange for, in 

consideration of. 

 gig economy (noun) – a labour market 

characterised by the prevalence of short-term 

contracts or freelance work, as opposed to 

permanent jobs. (Courtesy: BBC) 

 authority (noun) – an expert; a person who has 

a very extensive or specialized knowledge about 

something (subject/topic). 

 advocate (verb) – champion, uphold, support, 

back. 

 induce (verb) – cause, produce, effect, bring 

about. 

 capital-intensive (adjective) – (typically in 

business and economics) concentrating on 

capital resources. 

 -intensive (adjective/usually in combination) – 

(in business) concentrating on a particular thing. 

 subsidise (verb) – support, finance, contribute 

to, provide finance for. (it generally means “pay 

part of the cost of something, so that it is 

available at a lower price”). 

 rather than (phrase) – instead of. 

 augment (verb) – supplement, increase, 

enlarge, expand. 

 turbo-charged (adjective) – powerful, fast, or 

exciting. 

 globalisation (noun) – the process of making 

the trade of goods and services equivalent in all 

nations (Courtesy: VOA Learning English). 

 precarious (adjective) – risky, dangerous, 

unsafe; hazardous, perilous, unreliable. 

 


